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‘the sad truth is that 

most evil is done by 

people who never make 

up their minds to be 

good or evil’



What we’ll cover today

■ Introduction to Hannah Arendt

■ Eichmann and the banality of evil

■ The vita activa and The Human Condition

■ Totalitarianism and the lure of easy answers

■ ‘Thinking without a banister’ – the lasting role of 

thinking, judgement and imagination



Hannah Arendt (1906-75)

■ German and Jewish political theorist, 

later settling in the USA after WW2

■ Concerned with the role of thinking 

and action in political life

■ Applied a phenomenological eye to politics, 

influenced by Heidegger and Jaspers

■ Key essays and philosophical works include The 

Origins of Totalitarianism (1951), The Human 

Condition (1958), On Revolution (1961) and 

Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of 

Evil (1963)



Hannah Arendt

■ Early relationship and lasting influence of Heidegger

■ Nazis came to power during her studies, preventing 

her from teaching academically

■ After researching anti-Semitism, she is arrested by 

the Gestapo in 1933

■ Thereafter she flees, settling in Paris where she 

works in Jewish welfare organisations, and later New 

York in 1941 after Occupation

■ Work concerned with questions of Jewish identity and 

belonging, and Zionism 

■ A life that witnessed totalitarianism and Auschwitz 

directly and sought to think out its implications



Eichmann

■ Arendt’s philosophy is often 

immediately associated with the 

phrase ‘banality of evil’

■ It follows from her report of the trial of 

Adolf Eichmann, the SS officer largely 

responsible for organising Jewish 

deportations to concentration camps

■ Eichmann famously claimed that he 

was just following orders…

■ And on trial, seemed indifferent to the 

deaths of millions of people



Eichmann

■ Take a look at the excerpt, and 

discuss in pairs…

What does Arendt mean by the 

banality of evil?

What, ultimately, had led Eichmann 

to his actions?



The banality of evil

■ Eichmann’s actions did not follow from hatred, but 

a failure to think, and reflect on what he was doing

■ Evil thus emerges in the absence of reflective 

moral judgement

■ Eichmann was a ‘new type’ of criminal, ‘terrifyingly 

normal’, in that he could commit great crimes, 

aided by bureaucratic processes, without being 

aware that he was doing wrong

■ Arendt was criticised for attacking Jewish leaders 

for their ‘complicity’ with the Shoah, and 

underestimating Eichmann’s anti-Semitism



Failing to think?

■ The Milgram and Stanford Prison Experiments 

demonstrate how easily ordinary people can be 

led to commit atrocities

■ How does the banality of evil link to earlier 

ideas on our course?



Totalitarianism

■ Arendt’s first major work is The 

Origins of Totalitarianism (1951)

■ Totalitarian regimes don’t seek 

power just to survive: they take 

over every aspect of individual life

■ A completely ‘novel form of 

government’ built on ideological 

fiction and terror as an end in itself

■ Nazi Germany and Soviet Russia had both 

exterminated millions, with popular assent

■ How had such cruel regimes come to power?



Totalitarianism

■ Arendt explores how totalitarianism emerged out 

of anti-Semitism and imperialism in Europe…

■ Movements defined by movement and an 

unlimited need to expand, regardless of existing 

national borders

■ World War 1, the Great Depression and 

revolutionary unrest had led to a collapse in 

belief in social order and progress, including a 

belief in democracy, liberty and freedom

■ Totalitarian ideologies instead offered a 

simplified ‘key to history’, which people went 

along with (they ‘made up ideas’ – interview)



Totalitarianism

■ Take a look at the excerpt and discuss in pairs:

What distinguishes the new politics of the 

totalitarian states against the old?



The vita activa

■ Arendt’s work is concerned with our ideas and 

experiences of political life

■ In The Human Condition (1958), she argues that 

politics is a valuable realm of human action 

(praxis), but this realm has been lost…

■ Drawing a line from ancient Greece, she claims 

politics and action was first devalued by Plato and 

his Cave, which subordinated the world to Ideas

■ The vita activa (active life) became inferior to the 

vita contemplativa (contemplative life) of 

philosophers, fixed on essences and eternity



The vita activa

■ Freedom, for Arendt, is in the capacity to begin or 

start something anew (a project or goal, perhaps…)

■ Using ancient Greece, she distinguishes the 

private realm (household, oikos), defined by 

meeting biological needs…

■ From the public realm (political, polis), freed from 

biological necessity, defined by great deeds

■ After the Reformation came the rise of the social 

realm, which meets biological needs at the level of 

the state…

■ This corrupts the political realm, placing freedom 

under biological, public necessity



The vita activa

■ Take a look at the excerpts, and then discuss in 

pairs again:

What is the relationship between activity and 

freedom here?

Can Arendt’s view of the active life be compared with 

any other thinkers on our course this term?



The vita activa

■ She divides the vita activa into a hierarchy of 

importance: labour, work, and action

■ Labour: activities necessary to sustain human life.  

It is biological, necessary for survival, but also 

cyclical – its futility makes our freedom meaningful

■ Work: activities which leave behind something 

permanent, an artificial world of things. Man is a 

homo faber, transforming nature to create a 

distinctly human, public world

■ Action: our freedom, acting without an 

instrumental purpose, as part of a political 

community, sharing rules, recognised by others



The modern age

■ Historically, Arendt thinks we’ve 

moved from homo faber

(meaningful work) to animal 

laborans (repetitive, unskilled 

labour)…

■ This has resulted in a ‘world 

alienation’ in which we have 

lost our connection with nature, 

become more self-absorbed, 

and ultimately less free to 

begin, to act, and ultimately to 

think…



The importance of thinking

■ Arendt grew up in Koenigsberg, home of Immanuel 

Kant, and her later work turns to his thought…

■ Particularly the relationship between the 

understanding and reason, and its role in making 

reflective judgements

■ The understanding yields positive knowledge 

about knowable truths, derived from experience

■ Reason goes beyond knowledge, trying to find an 

underlying meaning to our experiences and ideas 

■ In the unfinished Life of the Mind, she sets out to 

explore how we can still make moral and political 

judgements



Thinking without a banister

■ In a modern world characterised by alienation, 

totalitarianism, and the effects of two world wars, 

genocide and the likelihood of self-induced global 

annihilation… 

■ ‘The very framework within which understanding 

and judging could arise is gone’

■ We must instead try to think without preconceived 

categories, existing moral rules – without a 

banister

… Do you share the concern that the possibility of 

creating universal moral and political judgements 

might be gone? Was it never there?



Thinking without a banister

■ Arendt calls on a return to ethics and politics to 

ground our judgements

■ Kant’s morality rests on judging from a common 

standpoint (the categorical imperative), in which 

we set aside our egoistic concerns and act on the 

basis of what we share with others

■ Arendt’s faculty of judgement ‘thinks from the 

standpoint of everyone else’ – an ‘enlarged 

mentality’, in which we use our imaginations to 

represent the needs of others

■ ‘To think with an enlarged mentality means that 

one trains one's imagination to go visiting’



Return to the political

■ Thinking with others requires politics: a public 

forum in which we encounter and engage with 

others with different views

■ Only through direct political participation, engaging 

with others, discussing and disagreeing on 

common affairs, can we live up to the highest 

activity of human life

■ In the last excerpt, if time, read and think about 

this: 

Do you share Arendt’s view of human freedom as 

intrinsically political?



Rounding up

■ Are you convinced by Arendt’s 

association of the ‘banality of evil’, 

and totalitarianism, with the failure 

to think and reflect?

■ Has Western culture been dominated 

by a distinction between the vita activa

and contemplativa?

■ Is the modern age defined by an alienated 

fixation of labour, consumption and an all-

pervading loneliness?

■ … If so, does a return to direct political 

engagement bring meaning to life?



Next week…

■ We will round up on this vast and 
ambitious course

■ Over the last 11 weeks we have 
explored faith, God, obedience, 
reason, absurdity, existentialism, 
feminism, and political freedom 

■ In advance of the next class, I’d like 
you to look back over the course and next 
week present one particular thinker whose 
ideas have struck you

■ Be prepared to discuss how and why we 
each bring different meanings to our lives…


